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Abstract. Facilities making use of the Isotope Separator On-Line (ISOL) method for the production of
Radioactive Ion Beams (RIB) attract interest because they can be used for nuclear structure and reaction
studies, astrophysics research and interdisciplinary applications. The ISOL technique is based on the fast
release of the nuclear reaction products from the chosen target material together with their ionization into
short-lived nuclei beams. Within this context, the SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) facility is
now under construction in Italy at INFN-LNL (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare - Laboratori Nazionali
di Legnaro). The SPES facility will produce RIBs mainly from n-rich isotopes obtained by a 40MeV
cyclotron proton beam (200 μA) directly impinging on a uranium carbide multi-foil fission target. The aim
of this work is to describe and update, from a comprehensive point of view, the most important results
obtained by the analysis of the on-line behavior of the SPES production target assembly. In particular
an improved target configuration has been studied by comparing different codes and physics models:
the thermal analyses and the isotope production are re-evaluated. Then some consequent radioprotection
aspects, which are essential for the installation and operation of the facility, are presented.

1 Introduction

Facilities making use of the Isotope Separator On-Line
(ISOL) method for the production of Radioactive Ion
Beams (RIB) are attracting significant interest in the
worldwide nuclear physics community. The ISOL tech-
nique is based on the fast release of the nuclear reaction
products from the specifically chosen target material to-
gether with their ionization into RIBs of short-lived nu-
clei, to be used for nuclear structure and reaction studies,
astrophysics research and interdisciplinary applications.

The SPES (Selective Production of Exotic Species) fa-
cility has been designed with the primary goal of pro-
ducing these intense exotic beams [1,2] and is now under
construction in Italy at INFN-LNL (Istituto Nazionale di
Fisica Nucleare — Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro): the
radioactive nuclei, mainly n-rich isotopes, will be produced
by the fission interactions of a 40MeV proton beam, at
currents up to 200μA, with an uranium carbide target [3].
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This target system will produce a rate of about 1013

fissions per second of about 42 different elements.
Many studies have already been performed about the

SPES facility, among which [3–6]. The aim of this paper is
to update and collect in a comprehensive view the main re-
sults obtained in the last years by the project of the target
assembly: the overall SPES facility with the description of
the general design of the target-ion source assembly will be
firstly presented (sect. 2). Secondly, the evaluation of the
target isotope productions will be reported according to
different release times (sect. 3), as well as the feasibility of
the target system with the expected proton beam charac-
teristics (sect. 4). Finally, the preliminary radioprotection
aspects for the target assembly are evaluated (sect. 5). All
this is performed by means of different simulation codes,
such as MCNPX and FLUKA for the interaction of the
proton beam with the uranium carbide and the materials
surrounding the disks; CINDER90, FISPACT and again
FLUKA for activation purposes; ANSYS for the thermal
calculations. The use of different codes is motivated by
the fact that the accuracy of the computer codes is not



high for the considered reactions (fissions induced by 20–40 
MeV protons) and the foreseen temperatures of the tar-get 
disks are not very far from the limiting technological 
temperatures.

2 The target and ion source unit

The driver for the SPES target is the C70 H− cyclotron of 
Best Cyclotron Systems, Inc., a member of TeamBestTM, 
with maximum current of 0.750 mA and variable energy 
(30–70 MeV) [2]. In an ISOL facility, the target and the 
ion source system form a self-contained unit specifically 
optimized for each element or group of elements. The 
importance of choosing the specific ion source is primar-
ily dictated by the efficiency optimization and secondar-
ily by its capability of selective ionization. Two stan-
dard SPES ion-source types are currently being investi-
gated: the surface ionizing (SSIS) and the plasma ion-
izing (SPIS) sources. The ions produced with the afore-
mentioned sources are then accelerated towards the ion 
extraction electrode by a potential up to 40 kV. By means 
of a series of deflectors and quadrupoles, the beam is then 
focused after a Wien Filter for a preliminary separation, 
decreasing as much as possible the contaminants. After 
a Beam Cooler (BC), which will decrease the longitudi-
nal and transversal emittance, the High-Resolution Mass 
Separator (HRMS) is foreseen to purify the desired beam 
from the isobar masses. The beam, if required, can be de-
livered to the users for low energy experiments. On the 
other hand, if a high-energy beam is necessary, the se-
lected isotopes will be stopped inside a Charge Breeder 
(CB) and extracted with an increased charge state (n+). 
A final mass selector will be installed before reaching the 
ALPI re-accelerator[7], to clean the beam from the con-
taminations introduced by the charge breeder itself. The 
injection to the ALPI Linac will be based on the use of a 
Radio Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ), with the adiabatic 
bunching inside. In this way a high-voltage platform can 
be avoided, and a higher overall transmission efficiency 
could be achieved. This accelerator assembly will deliver 
ion beams at energies of 10 A MeV and higher, for masses 
in the region of A = 130 amu, with an expected rate at 
the user above 108 pps.

The Target and the Ion Source (TIS) consist of the 
production target and the ion source, linked together by 
means of a tubular transfer line. In order to optimize the 
10 kW heat dissipation, the SPES target consists of multi-
ple thin disks housed in a cylindrical graphite box [3]. This 
configuration, by dissipating efficiently the heating coming 
from the proton beam, allows higher total beam powers 
and consequently higher total isotope yields. Moreover, 
the high fission number is coupled with an expected short 
release time of the isotopes thanks to the thin disks and 
to the relative low density of the UCx. The result is a sim-
ple, compact and reliable target coupled with components 
belonging essentially to an already mature technology.

The SPES production target [3], see fig 1, is composed 
by 7 uranium carbide disks, all characterized by a di-
ameter and a thickness of 40 and 0.8 mm, respectively,

Fig. 1. (a) The SPES production target. (b) Picture of the
graphite box containing the disks and both the window and
the dumper assemblies. The window and the dumps are not
clearly visible due to the shapes of the components.

with a density of about 4 g/cm3 for the uranium carbide
manufactured. The previous study of the disks design [3]
had higher thicknesses of the disks due to the lower ura-
nium carbide density assumed there (2.5 g/cm3). The tar-
get heating system consists of a thin tantalum tube, with
a length of about 170mm, an external diameter and a
thickness of 50 and 0.2mm, respectively.

The most common type of uranium carbide produced,
tested and used in ISOL facilities is commonly referred
to as UCx, indicating that it is composed of different
phases: uranium dicarbide (UC2), graphite (C), and a mi-
nor amount of uranium monocarbide (UC) [8,9].

In recent years, the synthesis and the characterization
of uranium carbide thin disks (SPES target prototypes)
have been successfully carried out [4,10], and the produc-
tion methodology can be considered mature.

The synthesis is based on the reaction between a
proper uranium source, typically uranium dioxide, and
graphite:

UO2 + 6C → UC2 + 2C + 2CO, (1)

which is made to occur at high temperature (up to
1800 ◦C) in high vacuum (∼ 10−6 mbar).

The production route for the disks to be used as SPES
targets consists of the following steps:

– Mixing of the precursors powders by means of an agate
mortar or using a planetary ball mill. A small quan-
tity of a phenolic resin binder, usually 2% wt., is used
to provide the pressed green pellet with sufficient me-
chanical stability to be handled without damage and
loss of powder.

– Uniaxial cold pressing of the mixed powders into pel-
lets, making use of a hydraulic press and a specifically
designed die.

– After extraction of the pressed pellet from the die, its
thermal treatment is carried out in a high vacuum fur-
nace specifically developed to reach very high temper-
atures (∼ 2000 ◦C).



Fig. 2. High power testing, by means of infrared thermography
and high emissivity labels, of the target unit chamber contain-
ing the SPES TIS system (target and ion source heating power
approximately equal to 10 kW and 2 kW, respectively).

The performance of the UCx target in terms of both
isotopes production and thermal stability has been suc-
cessfully evaluated during two low power irradiation tests
at HRIBF facility of the Oak Ridge National Laborato-
ries (ORNL) [4,11]. In these tests, a good correspondence
between the electro-thermal simulations and the on-line
behavior of the target-ion source system has been ob-
tained [4]. Moreover a SiC target has been tested un-
der high power density conditions (0.5 kW–650W/cm3)
showing a good structural and thermal stability during
the test [12].

The radioactive isotopes produced in the SPES target
diffuse inside the target material and then effuse through
the transfer line in the direction of the ion source, where
they acquire the 1+ charge state needed for their extrac-
tion. The selection of the most appropriate TIS system
is of paramount importance since its performance deter-
mines the beam intensity, the beam quality, and the num-
ber of radioactive beams that can be provided for experi-
mental use. The choice of a specific ion source is primarily
dictated by the efficiency, and secondarily by its capability
of selective ionization.

The ionization mechanisms that will be implemented
in the SPES ion sources are: the surface ionization [13],
the laser ionization and the electron impact ionization [5].
They correspond to two different ion sources that define,
as a consequence, two different TIS systems.

All the SPES TIS systems presented are placed in-
side a water-cooled vacuum chamber (target unit), capa-
ble to dissipate the amount of power associated to both
the target and the ion source, and to guarantee a vacuum
level of approximately 10−6 mbar [14]. As shown in fig. 2,
all the main components of the chamber were accurately
monitored by means of infrared thermography and high

emissivity labels. During the test, where the TIS system
was heated by 12 kW of DC power, no critical tempera-
tures in the aluminum chamber were evidenced.

3 Production target performances

The goal of the SPES project is the production of ra-
dioactive ion beams. Therefore it is essential in the design
phase to obtain an estimation of the interactions rates and
of the yields of the various isotopes produced in the tar-
get. Moreover, this is necessary also to plan the shielding
for radioprotection purposes and the SPES facility secu-
rity. Thus, a more expansive campaign of simulations has
been performed by means of the computer codes MCNPX
2.7e [15] and FLUKA v2011-2b [16,17] and their results
have been compared, taking into account also that the
accuracy of the codes for the production of individual iso-
tope is not high in the considered energy range.

MCNPX and FLUKA are fully integrated Monte Carlo
packages for the simulation of the transport and inter-
action of particles and nuclei with matter. The nuclear
interactions generated by ions are treated through inter-
faces with external event generators since cross-section li-
braries are not available for all materials, energies and re-
actions. In FLUKA, the Boltzmann master equations com-
putational theory is implemented in the considered energy
range [18]. This is generally used to predict the average
multiplicities of particles emitted during the thermaliza-
tion of an excited nucleus by nucleon-nucleon interaction
cascades.

In order to validate the FLUKA results for proton-
induced fissions on 238U in the energy range considered,
fission yield spectra calculations at 20–60MeV have been
compared with the experimental data reported in [19].
This is achieved simulating beams impinging on a thin
target (a thickness of 10μm has been used, slowing down
a 20MeV proton beam by only 0.2MeV). The results
are shown in fig. 3. FLUKA fission models show a gen-
eral good agreement, even if the shapes of the curves are
narrower than those of the experimental data [19]. More-
over, FLUKA shows a 3-peak shape, especially for ener-
gies higher than 50MeV, not present in the data. Since
the SPES project focuses on energies lower than 40MeV
and on nuclei with 80 < A < 160, FLUKA calculations
are here considered as acceptable.

As far as MCNPX is concerned, two models,
Bertini [20] and Isabel [21], have been taken into ac-
count for the intra-nuclear cascades, while three models,
ABLA [22], ORNL (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, [23])
and RAL (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, [24]), have
been considered for the evaporation-fission action. Some of
these results were already obtained in [3], but only for MC-
NPX with Bertini+ORNL and Bertini+RAL and without
taking into account the decay chains of the nuclei. ABLA
has been used even if its development regarded mainly
incident energies higher than 200MeV [25].

The comparison of the total number of fissions ob-
tained by the different MCNPX models and by the
FLUKA code shows some discrepancies, as reported in



Fig. 3. Comparison of 238U proton-induced fission yields between FLUKA simulations and experimental data reported in [19].
FLUKA Monte Carlo errors are below 2% (except for the external points).

Table 1. Number of fissions per second predicted by the dif-
ferent codes and models (40 MeV, 200 μA).

Model Fission number [s−1]

Bertini + ABLA 0.82 · 1013

Bertini + ORNL 0.71 · 1013

Bertini + RAL 0.73 · 1013

Isabel + ABLA 0.82 · 1013

Isabel + ORNL 0.71 · 1013

Isabel + RAL 0.66 · 1013

FLUKA 0.89 · 1013

table 1. The total average fission rate turns out to be
7.4 · 1012 s−1 for the MCNPX models and the differences
with the average value are generally within 10%. FLUKA
shows a value 20% higher than the average of the MCNPX
ones.

The 238U fission yields by mass number for different
nuclear models is reported in fig. 4 and they are mainly

in the range between A = 80 and A = 160, with two
peaks at about A = 100 and A = 135. The differences
among the codes are significant and are of the order of a
factor of 3 in the center of the curve and up to a factor
1.5 in the two peaks. As expected, the main differences
between the curves are due to the different fission models
used, while the Bertini and Isabel models provide more
comparable trends. The ABLA evaporation/fission model
promotes asymmetric fissions stressing the camel produc-
tion curve, which is only sketched by the RAL model. The
model implemented on FLUKA predicts a third peak at
about 120 amu. In particular all the results do not predict
direct formation of volatile alpha emitters, such as At, Rn
and Fr, fundamental inputs for the planning of the vac-
uum system. The produced isotopes are expected to be on
the neutron-rich side of the nuclide chart, with peaks for
elements in the unstable regions.

For further evaluations, the FLUKA results have been
chosen here due to the fact that even the most reliable
model of MCNPX for this energy range (Bertini+ORNL)
does not predict the production [3] of expected most
neutron-rich nuclei, such as for example 133Sn and
134Sn [26]. The total fission yield in the target is shown in



Fig. 4. 238U fission yields by mass number according to different codes and nuclear models (40 MeV, 200 μA).

Fig. 5. Formation distribution of some elements in the target (according to FLUKA calculations) together with the total
convolution (sum of all the elements). Not all the elements are shown in the figure.

fig. 5, as formed by the sum of all the element contribu-
tions, with their typical rough Gaussian distributions.

A very important parameter for the production of
RIBs is the release factor, which can be obtained by fit-
ting experimental data with two exponential functions as
it is presented in [10,27]. Since no experimental tests have
been implemented yet to evaluate the various coefficients
for all the elements, the formula here has been simplified

with one exponential as

εr = Be−
t
τ ,

where τ is the isotope half-time, t the release time and
B is the constant gathering the diffusion and effusion ef-
ficiencies, which are the most critical factors for an effi-
cient release of the exotic atoms from the target to the
ion source.



Fig. 6. Production of various elements predicted by FLUKA+decay code. Different release times from the target are considered.
Diffusion and effusion efficiencies are not included here (B = 1).

These processes are governed by the chemical proper-
ties of the various isotopes such as the evaporation tem-
perature and the affinity with carbon and uranium. Most
of the isotopes directly produced by the interaction of the
proton beam with the uranium nuclei remain trapped and
decay in the target ion source system (mainly in the disks),
since the short-lived nuclei do not have enough time to
reach the ion source and the refractory elements cannot
diffuse out for their low vapor pressure (at least without
dedicated techniques for the moment not adopted here). A
computer code has been implemented to predict the max-
imum values of isotopes (with B = 1) available at the ion
source according to different release times. The code takes
into account the decay chains of all the isotopes produced,
even the most exotic ones. The results of this simulation,
following the FLUKA output, evaluate the final beams de-
livered to the users of the low-energy experiments and are
shown in fig. 6. The Rb element is ionized by the Surface
Ion Source with efficiency of about 100% [28], Sn by the
laser ion source with efficiency 22% [29] and Xe by the
plasma ion source with efficiency 47% [30]. Since negligi-
ble losses are foreseen along the beam transport line, the
overall transport efficiency is conservatively assumed to
be 90%.

Using the output from MCNPX with the Bertini +
ORNL model, the masses from 127Sn to 130Sn has a higher
production rate of about 20–30%, since the expected trend
is narrower. It is clear that the release time is the most
important factor affecting the production of the shorter
half-lives atoms, reducing up to several order of magni-
tude the intensity of the beam. These simulations are able
thus to predict the intensity of the different RIBs, once
the target release times and the various yields are better
evaluated, and to allow a complete radioprotection anal-
ysis. Anyhow, a higher release time increases the produc-
tion of some nuclei with higher half-life, since they are
the decay products of other more exotic nuclei. Further

studies with the RIBO code, already used in [3], will be
implemented in order to evaluate the average release time
for the various species produced, since it represents the
fundamental parameter to characterize the SPES target
performances. For example, a higher-energy proton beam
leads to higher amounts of exotic yields, but it needs more
materials to be stopped (more disks or thicker). The con-
sequence is a higher release time as it was presented in [31]
for a 70MeV target (maximum beam energy deliverable
by the purchased cyclotron), leading to a decreasing yield
available to the source for the shorter half-lives atoms.
Moreover the total atoms available to the source is very
sensitive to the release efficiency inasmuch it could vary
from almost 100% for high half-live isotopes (100 s) to few
percentage points for the short-lived ones (0.1 s).

4 Power deposition calculations and
thermal-structural study

Since the foreseen temperatures of the disks are not very
far from the upper limits for the UCx [3], further com-
parisons have been performed among different computer
codes concerning the power deposition in the target.

A flat proton profile had been previously chosen
in the analysis of the SPES target, together with a
thickness of the disks of about 1.3mm and a density
of 2.5 g/cm3 [32]. The results obtained with MCNPX,
FLUKA and SRIM [33] have been compared below in
fig. 7. SRIM is another Monte Carlo code allowing to de-
termine the trajectory and the power deposition by an ion
in different materials. The number of protons with SRIM
was 0.1% of the particles simulated with the other two
codes and this reflects on the more irregular trend com-
pared to the other codes.

Slight differences can be observed for the 1st and
4th disks, due to a different treatment concerning the



Fig. 7. Power deposition in some UCx disks (1st, 4th, 7th) of the target according to different Monte Carlo codes.

straggling of the protons by the codes: the highest is in
MCNPX, the lowest in SRIM. On the contrary, in the 7th
disk, SRIM predicts a power density of about 20% higher.
A higher beam straggling has two main effects:
– Higher scattering of protons decreasing the efficiency

of the isotopes production.
– Lower power deposition on the last disks.

Therefore the maximum temperatures of a thermal
simulation with the results given by SRIM are more con-
servative than those obtained by FLUKA or MCNPX,
which are on the contrary probably the most reliable.

The actual production of the UCx disks fixes the den-
sity of about 4.0 g/cm3, leading to a thickness for all the
disks to 0.8mm. These values are sufficient in order to ef-
ficiently utilize the Uranium cross-section since the mean
proton energy exiting the last disk is about 15MeV, lead-
ing to a total UCx mass of 28 g. With respect to the last
version of the target [3], a more precise shape of the pro-
ton beam produced by the chosen cyclotron has been se-
lected. For a simpler control and, consequently, for safer
conditions, the shape of the proton beam has been cho-
sen to be a wobbled Gaussian around the disk axis, with a
fixed standard deviation. The wobbler, which allows to ro-
tate the beam, is fundamental to spread the proton beam
power along the disk surfaces, as shown in fig. 8, where
two different beam profiles have been tested (about 15%
of the power is out of the target due to the Gaussian
tails). Without wobbling, the power peak in the center
of the disk is 50% higher, leading to a substantial increase
of the temperature difference between the center and the
edge of the disk, with consequent higher stresses. More-
over a smaller proton beam spot, focused on the disks edge
thanks to the wobbler, decreases the maximum tempera-
ture of the disks in the center and, consequently, decreases
the stresses on it.

Fig. 8. Power density in the first disk with and without wob-
bling.

The proton beam properties depend on the emittance
of the beam, on the transport lines and on the wobbling
system which, as seen previously, strongly influences the
reached temperatures. The temperatures of the disks must
be kept below 2300 ◦C, which is the typical melting point
of uranium carbide [34–36], and the maximum stresses be-
low 200MPa [37]. The conductivity has been assumed to
be 8W m−1 K−1 [38] and the emissivity 0.85 [8]. A cam-
paign of simulations has been implemented to estimate
the new temperatures on the disks with the new boundary
conditions. For this purpose, FLUKA has been chosen to
simulate the power distribution, considering also the good
agreement with MCNPX and with the experimental data
shown in the previous analysis. The power deposition has
been used as input for ANSYS [39] for the simulation of
the target thermal and structural distributions.

An optimum beam has been found with a wobbling ra-
dius higher than 11mm and a standard deviation smaller



Table 2. Power, temperature and highest stresses for the disks in the SPES target impinged by a 40MeV, 200 μA proton beam.

N◦ disk P NFISSION Distance between disks Tmean ΔTmax Tmax σvon Mises

[W] [s−1] [mm] [◦C] [◦C] [◦C] [MPa]

1 553 1.7 · 1012 2060 174 2127 198

2 572 1.6 · 1012 15.5 2169 158 2230 186

3 589 1.5 · 1012 16.5 2238 151 2297 181

4 604 1.4 · 1012 16.5 2274 139 2330 169

5 597 1.2 · 1012 24.5 2288 122 2342 139

6 573 9.0 · 1011 25.5 2276 120 2333 125

7 568 6.3 · 1011 18.5 2226 160 2299 164

Fig. 9. Mean temperatures and highest stresses for the disks in
the SPES target impinged by a 40 MeV, 200 μA proton beam.

than 7mm. To remain in conservative conditions, the sim-
ulation has been performed with these parameters. A new
configuration for the spacing of the disks has been found
and the most significant results are presented in table 2
and fig. 9. It is important to underline that the high-
est stresses are found in the first disks, due to the non-
homogenous beam, and the highest temperatures in the
central disks (where there is higher power deposition and
still not significant proton straggling). The power deposi-
tion for some disks is presented in fig. 10. In the first disk
it is possible to identify the wobbling effect: the maximum
power density is at about 7.5 mm from the center of the
disk, but not at the sweeping radius since the area where
the beam is spread is wider. The increase of the stop-
ping power at lower energy is observable at the 4th disk,
where the power deposition is higher. Moreover the par-
ticle straggling moves the power peak towards the center
of the disks.

The mean temperatures of the disks are below the tem-
perature limit of 2300 ◦C (table 2), even if local zones, in
the centers of the last disks, still have values (2342 ◦C)
above this limit. A deeper study is under implementa-
tion to measure the vapor pressure of the UCx manu-
factured for SPES thanks to the Knudsen cell, a funda-
mental parameter to fix the maximum achievable tem-
perature. Moreover, the maximum sustainable stresses in
a high vacuum environment by the actual manufactured
UCx disks will be checked with the same procedure as
presented in [40]. Anyhow, if the temperatures turn out

Fig. 10. Power density deposited into various disks of the
target.

not to be fully sustainable by the disks, a reduction of
the beam power of 10% can decrease the temperatures by
about 70 ◦C

A sensitivity study has been implemented to determine
the influence of the UCx conductivity and emissivity in
the working conditions. Figure 11 shows that a variation
of the 25% of the expected value of the conductivity does
not influence the mean temperature of the disks (ΔT = 3–
4 ◦C), whereas the von Mises stresses can change of about
10%. The same considerations were obtained concerning
the emissivity: the decrease of about 10% from the as-
sumed value (from 0.85 to 0.75) increases the mean tem-
perature of few degrees (about 10 ◦C) while it increases
the von Mises stresses of about 9%.

The effect of the 50Hz wobbling beam rotation has
been simulated and the time variation of the temperatures
at the edges of the target disks has been calculated to be
about 2.5 ◦C, a value considered to be negligible. This is
not the case for the stresses since the variation results to
be 14MPa. Moreover an interruption of the wobbler has
to be detected as soon as possible (in less than 0.1 s) to
avoid excessive temperature increases in punctual zones.

5 Radioprotection calculations

For radioprotection purposes, and in order to design the
walls of the bunker in which the SPES front-end will be in-
stalled, it is fundamental to evaluate the neutrons emitted



Fig. 11. Variation of the mean temperature and of the maximum von Mises stresses on the disk according to different conduc-
tivity.

Fig. 12. Comparison of neutron spectrum between FLUKA
and MCNPX (Bertini+ORNL) for a 40 MeV, 200 μA proton
beam irradiating 28 g of UCx.

by the target. The total number of the neutrons per sec-
ond foreseen by FLUKA and MCNPX is 7.1 · 1013 and
5.4 · 1013, respectively, with a difference of about 30%.
The energy spectrum is presented in fig. 12 and similar
trends are found for the two codes. The peak is placed for
an energy of 1MeV (typical energies of evaporation-fission
neutrons) and after 20MeV the number of neutrons de-
creases by about a factor of 100. The higher-energy neu-
trons are emitted mainly in the direction of the beam,
while the lower-energy neutrons are emitted isotropically.
Discrepancies are generally within 40% in individual en-
ergy intervals and this is here considered acceptable for
SPES radioprotection purposes.

This high neutron flux leads to considerable equivalent
dose inside the production bunker which is approximately
calculated by both codes to be about 2700 Sv/h at 50 cm
from the target (see fig. 13).

Another important issue is the estimation of the ac-
tivity of the irradiated chamber. The target is foreseen to
be irradiated by the proton beam for 14 days (reaching
about 3 · 1013 Bq), then to be kept inside the bunker for
other 14 days to cool down. After this period, the chamber
is placed inside a lead sarcophagus and stored in a ded-
icated place. To evaluate the activation of the chamber,
3 different codes have been used: CINDER’90 [41], SP-
FISPACT [42] (both coupled with MCNPX) and FLUKA.

The results, reported in fig. 14, show a good agreement
among the different codes (there is an average discrepancy
of 25% for all the values, except for one).

As a preliminary information, after the irradiation pe-
riod, the cooling time of 14 days decreases the equivalent
dose of a factor 100, but the dose remains very high: about
40mSv/h at 1m from the chamber. Moreover this calcu-
lation does not take into account the activation of all the
devices inside the bunker. This level does not respect the
maximum dose rate for ordinary maintenance which has
been fixed by the SPES safety group at 5mSv/h. More-
over to enter into the bunker, remove and place the cham-
ber inside a 700 kg sarcophagus, it occurs about 5min
(∼ 3mSv); then the transport of the sarcophagus until
a dedicated repository takes another 5min (1mSv), for a
total dose of about 4mSv for one operator every month. A
detailed remote target handling system has been designed
to solve these issue but its description is out of the scope
of this paper.

6 Conclusions

The facilities producing RIBs allow forefront research in
the nuclear field, but they also need complex studies of
many components and devices that are to be innovatively
designed in order to work in an efficient and safe way. The
innovative geometry of the SPES target design is able to
efficiently produce RIBs thanks to the high yields of the
more neutron rich species and an expected short release
time from the disks.

An overview of the state-of-the-art studies accom-
plished in the last years for the SPES target has been pre-
sented here. Firstly the SPES facility layout has been de-
scribed with all its main components. The choice of the cy-
clotron as primary driver lead to a defined beam shape and
a consequent upgrade of the target configuration (mainly
in the geometry, the materials and the wobbling beam)
with respect to previous papers. These improvements did
not worsen the target performances both from an isotope
production point of view (influenced by the fission rate)
and a safety point of view.

Since the simulations show that the nominal tempera-
tures of the target are not very far from the UCx limiting



Fig. 13. Equivalent dose due to the neutron flux calculated by FLUKA in the areas close to the bunker (PB - Proton Beam,
RIB – Radioactive Ion Beam).

Fig. 14. (a) Total gamma dose at 1 m from the chamber after 14 days of irradiation. (b) Total gamma dose at 2 m from the
chamber inside the sarcophagus after 14 days of irradiation. Calculations are performed for a 40 MeV, 200 μA proton beam.

technological temperatures and since the accuracy of the
computer codes is not high for the considered reactions
(fissions induced by 20–40MeV protons), a comparison of
the results obtained by different computer codes has been
considered appropriate.

The evaluation by some of the most reliable Monte
Carlo codes, such as MCNPX and FLUKA, showed a good
agreement or, in some cases, discrepancies that are con-
sidered acceptable for the purposes of the SPES facility.

The behavior of the target under the foreseen proton
beam has been fully characterized both with thermal and
structural analyses so that the security of the most prob-
lematic points of the overall facility has been shown. The
highest temperature has been located on the central disks
whereas the highest stresses on the first one, due to the
non-uniform shape of the proton beam.

Finally, the studies concerning the material activation
and the radioprotection of the target were reported. These
lead to the design of a remote controlled system to handle
the chamber and to couple it with the front-end.

The construction of the whole infrastructures, includ-
ing the cyclotron, is planned to be realized within 2015. It
is foreseen to fully operate in 2017, whereas the first neu-
tron rich beams produced by the UCx with 5μA, 40MeV

proton beam will be accelerated within 2018. Finally, the
nominal proton beam power will be delivered in 2020.

Further R&D studies are being conducted by the SPES
target group to test the systems, upgrade the front-end,
the Wien Filter and to improve the target-ion source sys-
tem both from a safety and a functioning point of view. In
particular the most important developments are focused
on the improvement of a fast maintenance, of a more ac-
curate characterization of the properties of the manufac-
tured UCx and on the selectivity of the sources to supply
to the user purer beams.
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